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A B S T R A C T

Praziquantel is an antiparasitic drug used for decades. Currently, the praziquantel commercial preparation is a
racemic mixture, in which only the levo-enantiomer possesses anthelmintic activity. The knowledge of its
properties in the solid state and other chemical-physical properties is necessary for improving its efficacy and
applications. Drug solid dispersions were prepared with calcium carbonate at 1:5 drug to excipient weight ratio
by solvent evaporation method. Then, the modification of the crystal structure of the racemic polymorph of
praziquantel in presence of calcium carbonate has been studied by means of several analytical techniques (DSC,
TGA, XRD, SEM, FTIR, Raman spectroscopy and chiral liquid chromatography). This study has been completed
with atomistic calculations based on empirical interatomic force fields and quantum mechanics methods applied
to the crystal structure of praziquantel and of intermolecular interactions. The results evidenced that calcium
carbonate provoked a conformational change in the praziquantel molecule yielding the formation of different
polymorphs of praziquantel crystal. These alterations were not observed replacing calcium carbonate with
colloidal silica as excipient in the solid dispersion.

1. Introduction

Schistosomiasis is a parasitic disease caused by Schistosoma. It is
widely extended, mainly in 78 developing countries in the tropics and
subtropics [1–3], and it affects 210 million people approximately,
causing two hundred thousand deaths every year. Moreover, at least
92% of people who need treatment for schistosomiasis live in Africa
and, behind of malaria, is the second of the most prevalent diseases that
affects African children [4].

The infection is caused by the parasite penetration through the skin
of healthy individuals, who are in contact with contaminated water.
The Schistosomiasis treatment consists in three drugs (oxamniquine,
albendazole and praziquantel), due to the fact that prevention is diffi-
cult and there is no vaccine. Praziquantel (PZQ) is the most used drug,
considering that it has several advantages: i) being active against every
Schistosomas species [5] ii) its administration is orally, iii) it produces
few side effects, iv) it has a high efficiency, and v) it has low toxicity.
For all of these reasons, World Health Organization considers PZQ to be

an essential drug [4]. However, its extensive use might produce drug
resistance. Another factor, which contributes to drug resistance, is that
the drug is only effective against parasite adult forms [6].

PZQ, (RS)-2-(cyclohexylcarbonyl)-1,2,3,6,7,11b-hexahydro-4H-pyr-
azin[2,1a]-isoquinolin-4-one) [7,8], is a molecule that contains an oxo
group in position 4, which is very important for drug activity (Fig. 1).
Moreover, if this group is modified, the activity gets suppressed. Fur-
thermore, PZQ has a chiral center in position 11b, therefore, it has two
enantiomers with different properties, where only the R-(-)-enantiomer
possesses anthelmintic activity [9,10]. However, commercial prepara-
tion is a racemic mixture. The process which is the most widely used to
obtain enantiomers is the crystallization [11]. The PZQ enantiomeric
system behavior was studied at different temperatures and several en-
antiomer mixtures of PZQ were obtained [12]. Likewise, thermo-
dynamic and solubility properties of PZQ enantiomers were char-
acterized and compared with those of the commercial racemic product
[13]. Enantiomers crystals showed different thermal properties relative
to the racemic drug and the results of Differential Scanning Calorimetry
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(DSC) indicated that the PZQ used is a racemic compound rather than a
racemic mixture. Consequently, it is difficult to separate mechanically
both enantiomers, unless crystallization and chromatography processes
would be used [14]. Moreover, it was possible to combine the racemic
PZQ, (RS)-PZQ, with aliphatic dicarboxylic acids to form different co-
crystals which differ in their properties, making possible to overcome
some of the restrictions on the use of this drug in humans and animals
[15]. In addition, PZQ is classified in Class II in Biopharmaceutics
Classification System (BCS) [16]. Therefore, the improvement of PZQ
dissolution rate and/or solubility has an important technological in-
terest [17]. Solid dispersions prepared by melt granulation and spray
congealing showed their efficacy in enhancing the PZQ dissolution rate
[18]. Recently, clay minerals as montmorillonite and sepiolite were
studied as nanocarrier with the aim of improving the biopharmaceu-
tical profile of the drug [19]. More recently, a new PZQ polymorphic
phase, called Form B, has been discovered and fully characterized de-
monstrating better bioavailability in term of intrinsic dissolution and
solubility [20].

Ground calcium carbonate (GCC) is a pharmaceutical excipient
widely used as a diluent in solid dosage forms, as an adjuvant in dis-
solution for dispersible tablets, as a food additive and calcium supple-
ment [21]. GCC is a natural and economic component for pharmaceu-
tical and veterinary drugs with an interesting potential use in
developing countries. Therefore, calcium carbonate has been proposed
as excipient for a new delivery system of low soluble drugs, e.g. pra-
ziquantel. In particular PZQ-GCC solid dispersions were prepared by
solvent evaporation method and then characterized to detect possible
drug solid state modifications or interactions with the excipient. This is
important because the characterization and stability of chiral drugs
properties in solid state are critical for their development, manu-
facturing and applications. Previous solubility studies of PZQ reported
ambiguous behavior due particularly to the existence of crystal poly-
morphism [11,12,14]. Thus, the main aims of this work were to in-
vestigate the physico-chemical characteristics of the racemic crystal
form of PZQ once in contact with powdered calcium carbonate, by
means of DSC, TGA, XRD, SEM, FTIR, Raman spectroscopy and chiral
chromatography. Finally, the relationships between the different crystal
forms of PZQ at molecular scale were discussed.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials

Praziquantel (PZQ) was kindly donated by Fatro S.p.A. (Bologna,
Italy). Calcium carbonate, as Ground Calcium Carbonate Calcitec Pure
PH V/40S (GCC), was purchased from Italy (Company “Mineraria
Sacilese”). The Calcium Carbonate Calcitec Pure PH is used in the food
industry and in industries where a low content of heavy metals is re-
quested as well as in the pharmaceutical industry, since it was accepted
in the latest edition of the European Pharmacopoeia and the USP.
Colloidal silica (Aerosil® 200) was purchased to Degussa AG
(Frankfurt). Ethanol of 96% and 99% of purity were used as PZQ sol-
vents.

2.2. Preparation of the PZQ and GCC interaction product (IP)

An amount of GCC was dispersed in an ethanolic solution of PZQ
under magnetic stirring at room temperature and protected from light
to obtain a drug/calcium carbonate ratio of 1:5 w/w. After 24 h, the
solvent was evaporated at 40 °C with a rotary evaporator (Buchi® R II)
at reduced pressure. The solid residue was dried in a desiccator and
then it was pulverized. The obtained solid dispersions were stored in a
desiccator at room temperature. As a control experiment, comercial
PZQ was treated without GCC following the same procedure (PZQc).
Colloidal silica was also used instead of GCC in the same way for
comparison purposes.

2.3. Powder X-ray diffraction

Powder X-ray diffraction was performed with a Philips® X-Pert
diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. The information of diffraction was
analyzed using XPOWDER® software [22].

2.4. Thermal analysis

Differential Scanning Calorimetric analysis (DSC) and thermo-
gravimetric analysis (TGA) were performed with a Mettler Toledo mod.
TGA/DSC1 calorimeter, equipped with sensor, a FRS5 microbalance
(precision 0.1 μg) and the FP89 software package. A heating rate of
5 °C/min was used in the 30–400 °C temperature range for TGA and
DSC runs. Additionally, a rate of 2 °C/min was used for some specific
DSC runs. Nitrogen was used as purge gas in DSC under flows of 15mL/
min−1.

2.5. Scanning electron microscope (SEM)

Microphotographs of the samples were performed using a Hitachi S-
510 scanning electron microscope (voltage 25 kV, secondary electron
images) (Hitachi Scientific Instruments Ltd, Tokyo, Japan). The samples
were mounted on adhesive paper, fixed with colloidal gold and me-
tallized with gold in two orientations (20–30°). The images were cap-
tured digitally using the program ScanVision 1.2 attached to the mi-
croscope.

2.6. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) and Raman spectroscopies

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra were re-
corded in the range 4000–600 cm−1 with a 0.5 cm−1 resolution and a
well-plate sampler (JASCO 6200 spectrophotometer with Spectra
Manager II software). Raman spectra were recorded in the range
3500–800 cm−1 with a 6.48 cm−1 resolution using a Micro-Raman
dispersive JASCO NRS-5100 spectrophotometer, with laser light source
VIS-NIR, red diode at 785 nm with 500 mW of power
(TorsanaStarbright), refrigeration by air and a KnowItAII JASCO Edition
for Raman software.

2.7. High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)

The chirality of drug in the interaction product was measured by
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), using a 1260 Infinity
II Agilent equipment (G) with quaternary pump, autosampler, column
oven and UV-VIS diode-array spectrophotometer. The stationary phase
was a column Chiralpak® IC, 5 μm, 150× 4.6mm (Daicel Corporation),
and the mobile phase was a mixture of H2O and CH3CN (35:65 v/v).
The flow rate was set at 0.8mL/min with an injection volume of 10 μL.
A detector with a wavelength of 225 nm was used and the run time for
each analysis was 5min. Data were recorded and analyzed by using LC
Open LAB HPLC 1260 software (Agilent, G).

Fig. 1. Molecular structure of PZQ.
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3. Computational section

The Compass FF [23] based on empirical interatomic potentials was
used within the Discover program of the Materials Studio package on
the periodical crystal models [24]. This FF was used previously to de-
scribe PZQ molecules and crystal structure with satisfactory results
[25]. An atomic interactions cut-off of 18.5 Å was used for calculating
Van der Waals and Coulomb interactions.

Additional DFT calculations of the periodic racemic crystal of PZQ
were also performed with the SIESTA program [26] using the gen-
eralized gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew–Burke–Ern-
zerhof (PBE) [27] correlation exchange functional, and norm-conser-
ving pseudopotentials [28]. Preliminary calculations were set up to
explore different values of mesh cut-off energy and different numbers of
k-points in the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone to optimize the
calculations level. A wide range of mesh cut-off energy values in steps
of 50 Ry was explored according to previous work [29,30], finding a
suitable cut-off energy of 800 Ry and two k-points in the Brillouin zone
in this work.

Powder XRD patterns were simulated from crystal structures by
using the Reflex code implemented in Materials Studio package [24].

4. Results

4.1. Physico-chemical evaluation of PZQ-GCC interaction product

Possible interactions between PZQ and GCC were first explored by
powder XRD on pristine PZQ, GCC and the IP obtained by solvent
evaporation using ethanol 96% (Fig. 2). The pristine PZQ was solved
and recrystallized through the same procedure evaporation of ethanol
96%, as a control experiment without GCC, and its XRD pattern showed
a crystalline PZQ according with that previously reported [31]
(Fig. 2a). GCC shows a typical pattern of calcite with reflections at
23.0°, 29.4° (the most intense), 39.5° and 43.1° (2Θ units).

The IP mixture showed reflections of mainly calcium carbonate
crystals. Reflection peaks of PZQ crystals in IP had very low intensity
and resolution probably due to the amorphization of PZQ or several
changes in the crystallinity of the PZQ crystals with GCC as explained
later. In previous works a similar behavior of PZQ was observed in the
formation of a solid dispersion with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) [32],
sodium starch glycolate [33] and clay minerals [19]. The powder XRD
pattern of a physical mixture (PM) of PZQ with GCC showed that the
crystallinity of PZQ was maintained corroborating that the treatment of
GCC and ethanol 96% affects the crystallinity of PZQ (Fig. 2b).

Thermogravimetric profiles of the samples studied are shown in the
Fig. 3. GCC shows a slight weight loss (0.34% w/w) at 40 °C approxi-
mately, corresponding to the surface humidity evaporation. PZQ weight
loss occurs in the range between 200 and 422 °C (97.64% w/w) due to
the decomposition of PZQ. The IP showed similar profiles with the
decomposition of the PZQ fraction at 250–300 °C, indicating the PZQ is
remained in the IP, although the thermal range is narrower than the
pure PZQ. This range can be due to a different crystallinity of PZQ in
the IP.

The DSC profiles of these samples are reported in Fig. 4. PZQ
showed a strong endothermic peak at 142–144 °C corresponding to the
melting of the (RS)-PZQ crystal. GCC showed no significant peak in the
DSC profile at T < 200 °C. The IP profile was completely different that
pure PZQ and GCC, displaying two small peaks at 110–112 °C and
around 133–144 °C. Since no weight loss was observed by TGA at this
temperature range, the peak at about 110–112 °C could be attributable
to the melting of either the monoenantiomeric crystals or of the new
polymorph (Form B) described recently by Zanolla et al. [20], both
reported at around 111 °C. The second endothermic peak at higher
temperature could be ascribed to possible agglomerate or pseudor-
acemate crystals (134–138 °C) according to a previous work [11]. Fi-
nally, the broad and weak shoulder around 142–143 °C corresponded to

the initial racemic (RS)-PZQ crystals. Therefore, the formation of a
disordered mixture of several crystal forms in IP could justify the low
resolution of the PZQ reflections in the XRD pattern.

In order to obtain better DSC profiles with more accurate melting
points and for comparisons with previous studies [14], a lower tem-
perature rate (2 °C/min) and gas flow (15mL/min) was used confirming
the above profiles. An experimental control of pristine PZQ treated was
performed with ethanol 96% following the same procedure as the IP.
The treated PZQ showed its endothermic peak at 142 °C (Fig. 5a) with a
melting enthalpy of ΔH=90.4 J/g according to previous work [32]. On
the contrary, the IP mixture showed endothermic peaks at 112 °C,
134 °C and 138 °C (Fig. 5b). Similar DSC profile was found by De la
Torre et al. [32] in IP of PZQ with PVP. The peak at 134 °C disappeared
after 3months from preparation, increasing the area of the peak at
138 °C. This can indicate that the crystal form with the melting point at
134 °C was metastable and transformed slowly to the form which
melted at 138 °C. Therefore, we can conclude that the alteration of PZQ
solid state within the IP mixture was not due to the dissolution-eva-
poration process, but it is due the direct interaction of PZQ with GCC.

SEM microphotographs of GCC (Fig. 6A) showed a grain size lower
than 10 µm, with typical morphologies of GCC of high purity for
pharmaceutical use previously reported [21]. Particles associated with
any impurities were not detected, corroborating the XRD results. The
micropictures of the racemic (RS)-PZQ (Fig. 6B) presented elongated
prismatic morphology and sizes superior to 100 µm, similar to those
observed for drug racemic mixture previously [11,15].

In the SEM micropictures of the IP, significant changes of size,
texture and morphology were observed (Fig. 6C and D). Filamentous
particles interconnecting the GCC particles were observed along with
some wider needles. The initial particles of PZQ disappeared and PZQ
formed aggregates on the GCC particles during the dispersion and sol-
vent evaporation process and the filaments grew inside these ag-
gregates. This small crystal size of these disordered fibers can justify the
low crystallinity and the above lack of XRD reflections in this IP mix-
ture. A similar behavior was observed in previous works when PZQ is
mixed with PVP in a solid dispersion [32], with sodium starch glycolate
[33], and with clay minerals [19], where the formation of similar fibers
was observed after preparation of IP. Recently this formation of fibers
of PZQ was also observed after neat grinding without additives, and it
was attributed to the new PZQ polymorphic form (Form B) [20], which
can be in agreement with the 112° peak of our DSC analysis. However,
in our experimental control the PZQ recrystallized in EtOH 96% in the
same conditions as IP showed a similar crystal shape and morphology
that the pristine PZQ in the SEM micropictures (Fig. 6E and F). This
corroborates the effect of water and GCC on the crystallinity of PZQ.

FTIR spectra of the racemic PZQ, calcium carbonate (GCC) and the
IP are compared in Fig. 7. PZQ shows two main characteristic bands in
the range 2960–2840 cm−1 assigned to stretching vibration modes
ν(CH) of CH and CH2 groups [18]. Two bands corresponding to the
ν(C]O) vibration mode are observed at 1665–1621 cm−1 [18], which
can be assigned to each carbonyl group with different local environ-
ment in the crystal packing. The δ(CeH) and ν(CeN) modes are ob-
served around 1350–1021 cm−1 [34]. The spectrum of GCC shows
characteristic bands of the carbonate group (CO3

2−) at 1453, 875 and
712 cm−1 [35,36]. In the IP, the bands of PZQ were detected with lower
intensity than in the pure product, but most of them overlap with the
bands of Ca carbonate due to the high proportion of GCC. However,
slight differences can be distinguished in the ν(C]O) bands. In PZQ,
two ν(C]O) bands appear with maxima at 1647 and 1624 cm−1, cor-
responding to the syn relative conformation of the carbonyl groups in
the (RS)-PZQ crystal. The shoulders observed at higher frequency are
assigned to the syn conformation in twisted planes of each C]O group,
according to previous work [37]. On the contrary, in IP these bands are
broader with maxima at 1644 and 1634 cm−1. These frequency shifts
could also be assigned to the conformation change of the C]O groups
in an anti conformer whose frequencies are closer according our
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Fig. 2. Powder XRD patterns of the studied samples, PZQ obtained crystalized through ethanol 96% evaporation (a), IP, GCC, and PM samples (b).

Fig. 3. TGA profiles of the studied samples.

Fig. 4. DSC profiles of GCC, PZQ, and the IP.
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Fig. 5. DSC profiles of PZQ treated with ethanol 96% (PZQc) (a), and the IP (b).

Fig. 6. SEM microphotographs of studied samples at different magnifications.
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previous calculations [37]. This frequency shifts were also previously
observed for the Form B phase [20]. These bands are broader due to the
co-existence of several conformations, syn and anti, confirming the
mixture of crystal forms detected above.

In addition, the Raman spectra of PZQ (Fig. 8) shows a high in-
tensity band at 1044 cm−1 that can be assigned to a symmetric de-
formation vibration mode of C-N, δ(CN)s. Whereas the most intense
band of the calcium carbonate (GCC) spectra appears at 1085 cm−1,
that corresponds to the symmetric ν(CeO) stretching [38–40]. The in-
tensities of the PZQ fraction of the IP mixture are very low indicating
the possible formation of different PZQ crystal forms. Nevertheless, the
main bands of PZQ can be weakly observed in the IP spectrum. How-
ever, slight differences can be detected in the ranges of
1150–1250 cm−1, and 1280–1360 cm−1 where the profiles are dif-
ferent and closer to the calculated anti conformer of PZQ [37]. Hence
this enforces the existence of other crystal forms with different con-
former mixture.

In addition, the chirality of the drug in the IP was measured by high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), obtaining the same pro-
portion of each enantiomer in pure PZQ and IP, which means that the IP
obtained was still a racemic product (Fig. 9). Taking into account the
melting point observed at 111 °C in DSC, we tried to separate this
melted phase from the rest of crystal form and observe possible changes
in the enantiomer proportion by HPLC. Then, we placed an IP solid
sample on a mesh and heated it for 3 h at 125 °C. No melted material
was observed with shorter heating time. The melted part was absorbed
by an absorbent paper placed below the mesh. Subsequently, this paper
was treated with ethanol 96% to extract the melted compound and this
dissolution was analyzed by HPLC. The chromatogram showed (Fig. 9c)
a greater proportion of the area of peak that appeared at a time of
retention of 6min, approximately. However, this peak appeared as a
double peak, suggesting the overlapping of two compounds formed
during the heating of the IP at 125 °C. Other peaks with low retention
time are observed, indicating other different compounds formed during

Fig. 7. FTIR spectra of PZQ, the IP, and GCC.

Fig. 8. Raman spectra of PZQ, the IP, and GCC.
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the heating process.
To confirm this hypothesis, this experiment was repeated by using

DSC, treating the IP at 125 °C for 3 h. After that process, the DSC profile
was gone on by heating up to 400 °C, then a subsequent cooling process
up to room temperature was followed (Fig. S1). An exothermic peak
was observed at 110–125 °C corresponding to the decomposition of the
compound instead of the melting endothermic peak of Form B crystal
phase (Fig. S1a and S1b). The shoulder at 111 °C could indicate a bal-
ance between the melting and decomposition of the Form B. This de-
gradation was small maintaining the main molecular structure, because

the main degradation occurred at 210–310 °C. In N2 atmosphere, the
degradation decreased, the melting peak of (RS)-PZQ crystal was ob-
served at 134–140 °C and the main thermal degradation occurred at a
higher temperature range, 270–350 °C. As a result, the degradation of
the drug was observed (Fig. S1). Therefore, the alteration of the HPLC
chromatogram of the IP treated at 125 °C was due to the PZQ de-
gradation. By performing the DSC scan of the pristine PZQ sample no
degradation of the drug was observed (Fig. S1c). No peak was observed
during the cooling process indicating no recrystallization of the initial
compound confirming the total degradation of PZQ. Therefore, this

Fig. 9. HPLC chromatograms of the pure PZQ (a), IP (b), and the melted part of the IP after 3 h at 125 °C (c).

Fig. 10. DSC profiles of PZQ treated with ethanol 99% in GCC during 24 h of agitation (a), in GCC during 72 h of agitation (b).
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means that when the IP was maintained at 125 °C for 3 h, the crystal
form, which has a melting peak of 112 °C, degrades under these con-
ditions, while the rest of the sample does not degrade until T > 210 °C.

4.2. Interaction products of PZQ in other conditions

Other experimental conditions have been explored, such as the in-
fluence of a more pure ethanol to minimize the presence of water and
contact time in the formation of IP in the same conditions as in the
above experiments. The DSC profile of the PZQ treated with ethanol
99% and GCC showed endothermic peaks only at 134 °C and 138 °C
(Fig. 10a). Therefore, the peak at 112 °C only appears with ethanol 96%
(with 4% of water). On the other hand, the contact time was also ex-
plored considering 24 and 72 h with ethanol 99%. The same behavior
was observed. The DSC profile showed endothermic peaks only at
134 °C and 138 °C (Fig. 10b). The peak at 134 °C was more intensive
than the other peak, and no peak at 112 °C was found.

In the micropictures (SEM) of PZQ treated with ethanol 99% in GCC
for 24 h and afterwards solvent evaporation, the crystal particles were
different and smaller than those of pristine PZQ (Fig. 11 and Fig. 6B,
respectively). No filamentous fibers, similar to those found in the IP
obtained with ethanol 96% (Fig. 6C and 6D), were observed. Therefore,
the presence of water resulted fundamental for the formation of the
crystal forms with melting point at 112 °C.

The behavior of PZQ in interaction with a less reactive compound
like colloidal silica was tested in the same conditions that with GCC.
PZQ was treated with colloidal silica in ethanol 99% and ethanol 96%

during 24 h of agitation and afterward ethanol evaporation. DSC pro-
files showed a single melting peak at 140 °C, without splitting of peaks
(Fig. 12). The peak is typical of pure PZQ. No formation of the crystal
form with melting point at 112 °C was observed. Therefore, the pre-
sence of GCC is critical for the change in the crystallinity of PZQ.

5. Discussion

5.1. Interactions between PZQ and calcium carbonate at molecular level

Our experiments described above indicated that the interaction of
the (RS)-PZQ solid with calcium carbonate affects the crystallization
process and crystallinity of PZQ, forming other different crystal forms.
No chemical decomposition of PZQ was observed, but only alterations
of the ordering in the packing of PZQ molecules and a conformational
change in the PZQ molecule. In the (RS)-PZQ crystal the carbonyl
groups are oriented to the same direction, syn conformation (Fig. 13a).
During the nucleation step, the calcium carbonate can interact with
these carbonyl groups of PZQ. This interaction can be enhanced with
the presence of a small amount of residual water coming from the
ethanol (96%) solvent during the treatment. Previous calculations
showed that the syn conformation of PZQ is the more polar than the anti
one [37] (Fig. 13b) and it is likely to be present in an ethanol/water
solution during the formation of the solid dispersion. Then, both con-
formers can be present in the solution and form different crystal nuclei.
Our FTIR analysis indicates the presence of several conformers in the
broadening of the stretching C]O bands in IP sample (Fig. 7).

Fig. 11. SEM microphotographs of the PZQ treated with ethanol 99% in GCC during 24 h of agitation and afterwards solvent evaporation.

Fig. 12. DSC profiles of PZQ treated in colloidal silica with ethanol 99% (a) and in colloidal silica with ethanol 96% (b).
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Our above experiments indicate that the interaction of PZQ with
water and GCC is critical for the crystallinity alteration in the IP sam-
ples. The presence of water/carbonate alters definitely the re-
crystallization of PZQ. Possibly, a local zone of high pH aqueous con-
ditions could affect in this recrystallization during the nucleation and
ordering of the PZQ units. However, we cannot measure the pH at
nanoscale level. Nevertheless, we include here this idea as a hypothesis
and as a starting point for future investigations. Definitely the actual
effect will be the interactions at molecular level in a PZQ/water/CaCO3

complex. In order to explore these interactions, we can create small
models to describe this complex system with only one PZQ molecule,
one water molecule and one GCC salt complex. We understand that
these models can be considered too small. But these models do not
pretend to reproduce exactly the experimental scenario, that would be
too complex and difficult to calculate. Our models represent the
minimal expression to describe the formation of interatomic interac-
tions between PZQ/water/CaCO3. Of course this complex will be sur-
rounded by more water molecules and CaCO3 species but they will be in
outer coordination spheres.

Then, two possible complexes can be considered: PZQCCw1, where
the Ca2+ cation is coordinated with both carbonyl groups in a equidi-
stant distance of 2.9 Å; and PZQCCw2, where the water molecule in-
teracts directly with both carbonyl groups by means of hydrogen bonds
at 2.3 Å. Both models were generated and the geometry was optimized
with Compass FF calculations, using the SPC water model. In both
models the coordination changed to only one carbonyl group during the
optimization process. In PZQCCw1, the Ca2+ cation is coordinated at
2.30 Å to only one carbonyl O atom, which is joined to the cyclohexyl
ring, leaving free the other carbonyl group; and the water H atoms form
hydrogen bonds with the carbonate O atoms at 1.48–1.52 Å (Fig. 14a).
Similarly in PZQCCw2, one water H atom is coordinated at 1.73 Å to

only one carbonyl O atom, which is joined to the cyclohexyl ring,
leaving also free the other carbonyl group (belonged to the heterocyclic
ring), and the water O atom is coordinating the Ca2+ cation d
(O⋯Ca)= 2.25 Å (Fig. 14b).

In both models the Ca2+ cation is coordinated to two carbonate O
atoms at 1.87–1.91 Å. It is remarkable that in both complexes the
heterocyclic carbonyl moiety is not coordinated being more free for
rotating to the anti conformation facilitating the formation of other
crystal forms as observed experimentally.

5.2. Molecular interactions in the conformational changes of PZQ in the
crystal forms

In the above experiments the racemic crystal of (RS)-PZQ was par-
tially decomposed on other crystal forms owing to the interaction with
GCC during the nucleation and recrystallization of PZQ. The molecular
interactions in the different crystal forms can be explored at molecular
level by means of molecular modeling simulations to explain this ex-
perimental behavior. In this work, the intermolecular interactions
within the different crystal forms are analyzed more exhaustively. The
crystal structures of the R enantiomer of PZQ, the commercial racemic
(RS)-PZQ and the new polymorph of (RS)-PZQ, form B proposed by
Zanolla et al. [20], were calculated at molecular level and compared.
All details of these calculations are described in the Supplementary
material.

The crystal lattice of (RS)-PZQ is formed by enantiomer pairs and
the molecular packing is due to the electrostatic interactions of the
carbonyl groups with the H atoms of the heterocycles and π-π inter-
actions between aromatic and heterocyclic rings (Fig. 15a). The dif-
ference between the (R)-PZQ and (RS)-PZQ crystals is not only the
proportion of enantiomers, but they are different crystal forms, with

Fig. 13. Conformations syn (a) and anti (b) of PZQ. The C, H, N, and O atoms are in grey, white, blue, and red color. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 14. Models of PZQCCw1 (a), and PZQCCw2 (b) complexes optimized with Compass. The C, Ca, H, N, and O atoms are in grey, green, white, blue, and red color.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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different molecular conformations, different intermolecular interac-
tions and the presence of water molecules. In the (RS)-PZQ crystal both
carbonyl groups are oriented to the same direction, conformation syn,
whereas in the R-enantiomer hemihydrate crystal these carbonyl groups
are oriented to opposite directions, conformation anti. In the crystal of
the hemihydrate of the enantiomer (R)-PZQ (Fig. 15b), the crystal-
lization water provides hydrogen bonds to connect the carbonyl groups.

In the crystal structure of the new RS polymorph (Form B), all PZQ
molecules are in the anti conformation and the main intermolecular
interactions are electrostatic between the carbonyl O atoms and the
surrounding alkyl H atoms at d(CO⋯HC)=2.6–2.9 Å. The unit cell is a
racemic mixture with 4 molecules of each enantiomer per unit cell
(Fig. 15c). However, the relative distribution of enantiomers is different
from that of the pristine (RS)-PZQ. The enantiomers R are separate from
the S ones forming clusters that form alternate slabs of each enantiomer
in a tridimensional supercell structure, whereas in the initial pristine
(RS)-PZQ the molecules are forming pairs of R and S enantiomers. The
cohesion energy (−41.42 kcal/mol per PZQ molecule) of this new RS
polymorph (Form B) is similar to the initial pristine (RS)-PZQ crystal

form, −39.78 kcal/mol per PZQ molecule. This small energy difference
can indicate a similar probability for nucleating both polymorphs.

The IUPAC definition of the term “racemic mixture” in the solid
state refers to a heterogeneous mixture of two separate solid phases,
while the term “racemate” refers to a homogeneous single phase [41].
Pseudoracemate is other possible solid structure that can be defined in
chiral compounds. When one enantiomer has a greater affinity for
molecules of its own kind than for those of the other enantiomer, both
enantiomers crystallize in separate phases forming a racemic mixture.
On the contrary, one enantiomer can have greater affinity for molecules
of the opposite enantiomer than for its own kind and form a racemic
compound. In both cases, the unit cell of the crystal lattice contains an
equal number of molecules of each enantiomer and the product is a true
addition compound. When there is little difference in the affinity be-
tween enantiomers of like or opposite configuration, both enantiomers
exist in a disordered manner in the crystal forming a racemic solid
solution or pseudoracemate [41]. In this work, one additional differ-
ence exists, that is, pure enantiomers form a different crystal polymorph
with respect to the racemate. Liu et al. [11] studied several mixtures of
PZQ enantiomers finding different melting points and concluded that
the direct transformation between racemic mixture and racemic com-
pound was not possible. However, in this work we conclude the op-
posite way. In the experimental crystallographic CIF file of (RS)-PZQ
crystal (TELCEU, CCDC-896767), four PZQ molecules (two enantiomers
pairs) per unit cell are disordered in the atomic positions of the aro-
matic-heterocyclic moiety of the molecule [15]. This mobility of the
molecules could favor the easy polymorphic change in this system.
Zanolla et al. [20] obtained the new polymorph just by milling physi-
cally without dissolution-recrystallization process. The conformer anti
is less polar than the syn one, and the anti one is more stable than syn
without polar interactions [37]. The mechanical energy during the
grinding process can provoke a disorder in the molecules and a con-
formational change obtaining the most stable conformer. However, the
ordering of this system did not produce a racemate, like in the initial
(RS)-PZQ, but a pseudoracemate or racemic mixture where each en-
antiomer of the same sign is clustered.

After the dissolution of PZQ and treatment with GCC, both en-
antiomers precipitate forming a mixture of a solid solution of PZQ en-
antiomers (pseudoracemate) showing a melting point at 134–137 °C
and some crystals of PZQ with a melting point at 111–113 °C. Previous
authors [11] found a melting point at 111 °C of the crystal form of the
enantiomer (-)-(R)-PZQ and a melting point at 134–138 °C for a 50:50
mixture of enantiomers of PZQ, indicating that this mixture was a ra-
cemate and not a conglomerate of enantiomers. In our work, the
hemihydrate crystals of the separate enantiomers have the same
melting point that the Form B. This can confuse in the interpretation of
the polymorphic changes. In our experiments, the interaction of the
calcium carbonate provokes the alteration of the pristine (RS)-PZQ that
is not observed with a more inert excipient like colloidal silica. How-
ever, the presence of water is also critical for this alteration to form
crystals that melt at 111–112 °C. This water content cannot be detected
in our thermal analysis because it is embedded in the hemihydrate
crystals. Therefore, we can conclude that these formed crystals, with
melting point at 111–112 °C, could be assigned to the polymorph of
hemihydrate of (R) and (S)-PZQ in separate crystals, instead of the
anhydrous RS polymorph, Form B, reported by Zanolla et al. [20].
Nevertheless, DSC analysis did not distinguish the presence between the
enantiomers and Form B crystals, or the formation of both polymorphs.

Besides, the DSC experiments of this work can identify clearly the
melting points of the monoenantiomeric crystal or the Form B [20]
(110–112 °C) and the pure racemic crystals (142–144 °C). However,
new solid forms have been detected with intermediate melting points
(134–138 °C), which cannot be clearly assigned. This happened only
with the presence of calcium carbonate and can be produced also with
and without the presence of water, indicating that could correspond to
anhydrous forms. The solid phase with a melting point at 134 °C could

Fig. 15. Intermolecular interactions in the optimized crystal lattice of (RS)-PZQ
(a), (R)-PZQ (b), the new RS polymorph (Form B) (The enantiomer S is high-
lighted with the atoms represented as balls) (c).
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be assigned to another pseudoracemate or (RS)-racemate with defects
and we cannot know its crystal structure. On the other hand, the solid
phase with melting point at 138 °C could be another solid solution of
enantiomers. Any of these phases could correspond tentatively to the
initial racemate where the presence of defects or disordered PZQ could
decrease its melting point. However, the phase with melting point at
134 °C is metastable and is transformed slowly to the phase whose
melting point is 138 °C.

6. Conclusions

Our experiments conclude that the GCC used as excipient of the PZQ
through the formation of a solid dispersion affected the crystal structure
of the PZQ and modified the pristine PZQ solid state. This effect was
enhanced with the presence of residual water molecules from the sol-
vent. A crystal form change occurred along with conformational
changes in the molecules. These modifications of the crystal forms
could correspond either to monoenantiomeric forms or to the (RS)-
Form B (melting point at 112 °C) and other phases (melting point at
134–138 °C) that could be tentatively assigned to a disordered pseu-
doracemate solid phases. These crystallographic changes were not ob-
served using colloidal silica as solid excipient.

This phenomenon is due to the interaction of calcium carbonate
with the carbonyl groups of PZQ, which are in the syn conformation.
The presence of water is critical in the formation of the crystals with
melting point at 111–112 °C. Probably the solvation water of Ca2+

cation forms hydrogen bonds with the carbonyl group joined to the
cyclohexyl group. The PZQ molecule can adopt an anti conformation,
which is energetically more stable than the syn one, like in the en-
antiomeric crystal. Then, the hydrated cyclohexyl-carbonyl group can
interact with another PZQ molecule forming the hemihydrate en-
antiomer crystal (either the same enantiomer or a pseudoracemate
crystal, if it is the other enantiomer) in a solid solution of mixed en-
antiomers.

Computational modeling, with classical FF and at quantum me-
chanical level, has been a useful tool for understanding the molecular
interactions in the crystal structures and the effect of GCC on PZQ and
the PZQ conformational changes in the crystal structures experimen-
tally observed.
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